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eGOVERNET

European Invisible Area Network
eGovernment research in Europe

- Lacks visibility
- Funding mechanisms are fragmented
- National research policies are not coordinated
- Research area is not an established area
Vision

To coordinate research policies and work towards a long-term trans-national strategy for eGovernment research in Europe
The Consortium

RESEARCH FUNDING AND INNOVATION AGENCIES
- VINNOVA – Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems
- Research Council of Norway
- Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic

MINISTRIES
- Polish Ministry of Interior and Administration
- Slovenian Ministry for Higher Education, Science and Technology

GOVERNMENT UNITS AND COMMITTEES
- Information Society Development Committee, Government of Lithuania
- Information Society Policy Division, Department of the Taoiseach

NATIONAL CENTRES AND RESEARCH INSTITUTES
- Centro Nazionale per l’Informatica nella Pubblica Amministrazione
- Institute for Prospective Technological Studies
eGOVERNET

Results

- Common European Agenda

Visualise, defrag and coordinate national and regional eGovernment research policies & work towards a Common European Research Agenda

www.egovernet.org
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Results

- **eGovernment RTD Programmes**

  Coordinate and stimulate the creation of new and existing eGovernment Research Programmes
Results

Set up key Impact Indicators

Identify key Impact Indicators that monitor the research uptake and use of eGovernment as well as direct future research to enhance use and implementation of eGovernment.
Results

Who’s Who in European eGovernment Research

Map experts and stakeholders and their roles in eGovernment research, including professional roles, functions, organisations and activities that have an impact on policy and development.
Results

Build partnership with key stakeholders

Collaboration and partnership building with important key stakeholders in all areas of eGovernment Research to facilitate overall project success
Coming events & activities

2007 (tentative):

- 14 June work shop “Dialogue for Practice…”, Donegal, Ireland
- 19 September work shop eGov RTD for Services, Participation and Transparency…(during the Ministerial Conference), Lisbon, Portugal
- 3 October – IG meeting (In the World eDem Forum), Issy
- 4-5 November, Global Forum Venice
- Nov work shop Vilnius, Lithuania
Reports on www.egovernet.org

- Use of eGOV research
- Measuring eGOV research and its impact
- Needs Analysis

- European Egov Research Overview incl Gap Analysis – new in May
FINDINGS: 3 types of e-government research programmes

- DED. dedicated eGovernment research programmes;
- EXPL. eGovernment research as one explicit priority in a wider programme for IST R&D or eGovernment implementation;
- POT. eGovernment as one potential application field of other R&D programmes which may concern generic technologies and applications, methodologies and so on.
Thank you!

madeleine.siosteen-thiel@vinnova.se

http://www.eGOVERNET.org